Advanced Cat Volunteer Handling Evaluation

Submit a Care Activity and Memo through Petpoint (shelter software).

Review Adoption Followup Calls and Petango entry.

Identify one cat and their training needs from Trello today.

Identify where the Enrichment Room is and some enrichment items that volunteers can make and issue to the cats. Identify the benefits of these items.

Identify body language in three cats during evaluation.

Perform a targeting exercise with a Purple Level cat to encourage the cat to the front of the kennel.

Demonstrate how to train a trick of your choice with a Purple Level cat.
Demonstrate interactive play on and off of climbing surfaces with a Purple Level cat.

Demonstrate safety and training protocols for walking a cat on a leash and harness. *If there are no harness-trained cats available, you may discuss this item and demonstrate the initial harness desensitization process.*